Reverence for the life
From with the construction of the "bell palace" to linked activities and the discussion with the
life and work Albert Schweitzers the idea arose for the project "Noah's ark". A contemporary
leisure site and educational institution should originate which devotes itself to the work of all
Nobel peace prize bearers and provides this in particular to youngsters further. As the
uppermost basic principle of all activities this should be valid of Albert Schweitzer together
with Albert Einstein stamped quotation „for reverence for the life“.
The "bell palace" shows ideally source place for this project, because this became in the
former "border area", only few kilometres of the internal border at that time and the „iron
curtain“, removes established. The border separated Germany, Europe and the world for
decades in the east and west, here two highly prepared armies of two world powers which
could have caused any time a new (atomic) world war were confronted. The today's Nobel
peace prize bearer Michail Gorbachev prevented such a possible escalation by his politics of
glasnost and perestroika. Also not to use his decision, the army against the population
rebelling in the GDR, allowed on the 9th of November, 1989 the peaceful case of the „iron
curtain“.
Therefore the "bell palace" with the patron Michail Gorbachev is predestined for activities for
the understanding among nations, peace protection and with it to the related subject fields
which protect a living together of all people and cultures in a healthy and healthy
environment on this planet.
Models and „ideal weight-bearing columns“ of this institution should be the Nobel peace prize
bearers with in each case own subject fields, e.g.:





Henry Dunant: Nonviolence
Albert Schweitzer: Love and reverence for the life
Martin Luther King: against race discrimination
Mother Teresa: Human dignity

With the copy of the Noah's ark a project which will be unique in this form worldwide can
originate. Starting point is the work of the philosopher and Nobel peace prize bearer Albert
Schweitzer and his maxim „reverence for the life“. The subject complexes environment
protection, protection of animals and climate protection, understanding among nations and
human dignity are more topical than ever. Under these points of view concrete projects
should be initiated which Live this (Together) of the people and animals as well as the
protection of endangered species and climate protection on our planet protect for the future.
In every European country a very central town which becomes a location for a such
equipment should be found. Must be forced and be supported these facilities (also
financially) by the member states of the European Union and by the EU.
Also the media (above all big media groups) should be integrated into the project and
perform public-relations support (PR etc.).
The Noah's ark stands symbolically for the protection of the animals and the people in a
destroying environment. Hence, a centre which serves the ideal purposes of the environment
protection and protection of animals should be also conceived as a Noah's ark and be
decorated.
The principle of the Noah's ark consists in offering protection to threatened living beings.
Because the natural resources are endangered for many animals today by an increasingly
destroyed environment and the changing climate, this subject is more topically than ever.
Hence, it is a matter of offering possibilities of information and educational possibilities
beside the pure "protective function" also to inform about the protection of animals,

environment protection and climate protection and of stimulating to own active action. The
Noah's ark can get with it a new, contemporary function and job.
It is a matter of building a centre which fulfils all abovementioned qualities and can become,
in addition, still a tourist attraction to achieve in this manner additional attention.
All these conditions can be fulfilled with the construction of a building in the style of the
historical Noah's ark with the biblical traditional magnitude. The „environmental centre and
protection of animals centre Noah's ark“ should correspond to the following functions:








An enough big property (at least 25 to 30 hectares) in free, unobstructed natural
landscape or also in the sceneries which have already suffered by negative
cultivation
Completely self-sufficient disposal and care in the lastingness sense (Biological
sewage plant, energy supply, e.g., by geothermal energy, biomass or photovoltaik)
Enough space in the "hull" to the admission and position appropriate for protection of
animals of numerous animal species (function of an "animal home")
An enough big foundation to the admission of all care technology, storerooms, multistorey car park for visitors etc. this foundation to be established in massive
construction should not be put on from the outside obviously and "disappear" in a hill
to be piled up.
The whole area should lie for the security and for optical reasons in park scenery and
be surrounded by waters (small lakes, ditches etc.)
All around the ark and in the waters conveniently the islands which take up other
facilities as for example a small veterinary hospital and other purpose-appropriate
uses should be put on.

The project should serve ideal purposes. Moreover a suitable charitable organisation in
whose sponsorship the project is "managed" is to be founded. Income may serve only the
fulfilment of the "ark purpose". The income should be achieved from donations and sponsors
money, entrance fees and economic purpose companies (e.g., catering trade).

